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ITIL – the IT Infrastructure Library. The buzz is no longer new. Interest in North America has been on the rise, particularly over the past two years. On the “awareness-interest-implementation” scale, many organizations have moved past awareness, and a significant number are looking at implementation. They are left with the realization, however, that ITIL really is just a series of books. So they do some online research, pick up ITIL’s Planning to Implement Service Management volume, and struggle with the “how.” With the faith of a new convert, they seek to do everything by the book, and then recognize the challenges in obtaining upper management buy-in, effecting organizational change, and coordinating such a massive undertaking. Welcome to the real world.

Presented below are our top five real-world challenges to implementing ITIL and ways by which you can overcome these roadblocks.

5. Different parts of the IT organization have vastly different priorities

Once an organization has become excited about implementing IT service improvements, we almost always see tension arise between those with strategic and tactical responsibilities. The strategic thinkers typically want to focus on service catalogs and financial management; while the tactical teams knows that the focus must be placed on day-to-day operations like change control and incident management. If you choose a solely tactical approach, you’ll alienate the strategists. A strictly strategic effort, and your tactical team may see ITIL as just another thing being pushed on them that doesn’t improve their day-to-day operations. Say bye-bye to organizational change.

To drive success, it is vital that good energy be focused on process improvement — not on second guessing other parts of the organization. The best way to do this is to give as many parts of the organization their piece of the pie. Let the tactical team tackle change management improvement and task the strategists with developing some meaningful key performance indicators to feed into other processes.

In other words, be prepared to support multiple improvement activities concurrently so you can foster healthy competition (whose process was implemented them fastest) rather than begrudging acceptance.

4. The job gets in the way

The most common reason our ITIL projects stall is that day-to-day business gets in the way. We see this happen even when there is project support from all levels of IT management. In the “keep it up and running” vs. “operational improvement” clash, the real-world activities of the business always win — much in the same way problem management is not done because incident management always trumps. In this case, of course, the underlying problem with the IT infrastructure is not the technology, but the processes themselves.

This is neither unexpected nor unreasonable; the business needs to run, so releasing the latest business service must take precedence over attempts to improve IT. So, how do you get process
improvement started and keep it rolling? Focus early and often on a CSIP – the continuous service improvement program.

A CSIP approach recognizes that few, if any, organizations are going to have the time or resources to conduct a complete, one-shot overhaul of their IT services. The CSIP is a means of establishing and organizing a series of agreed-upon process improvements (both tactical and strategic), including prioritization, timeframes, and resources. The smaller and more focused the items, the better organizations will be able to steal time away from daily tasks and focus on accomplishing IT improvements. We generate the CSIP as the first project deliverable and require it to be reviewed at least monthly.

3. You already own the technology

We hear all the time, “But we already own a tool to perform [process xyz], so that process is complete.” This is wrong — from so many standpoints.

Remember, the big picture requires people, process, and technology. Technology by itself is almost never an adequate solution. What is more useful, a great tool used ineffectively or a mediocre tool implemented intelligently? The latter can be an important component in a mature IT Service Management solution; the former can be a very expensive mistake.

Do not let the tool blind you to the needs of training staff and developing workable processes. A fool with a tool is still a fool. Your initial focus should be on designing processes that meet your organization’s needs and then implementing the tool to meet the majority of the process requirements.

2. You don’t know your status quo

The first question isn’t “where do you want to go,” it is “where are you now.” Think of it like a road trip. Unless you know things such as your starting location, your goals for the trip, and the trip timeline, it will be difficult to plan an effective itinerary.

The Planning to Implement IT Service Management book has an entire chapter titled Where Are We Now?, yet many skip that important question and try to design new process in a vacuum. There is a general sense of “we know what we do now, we do it every day.” It is important, however, to move beyond a general sense to a more concrete understanding. Before embarking on a CSIP, take the time to understand important questions such as:

- What are your drivers (business, technology)?
- Who are your IT stakeholders, what are their needs, and are their needs presently being met?
- What will the impact be — on both the IT org and the business at large — if you make no change?
- What processes are now in place?
- What skill sets do you have in place?
- What technology do you have in place?
By taking the time to understand the status quo, you’ll have better insight into the scale and complexity of your improvement program.

1. Organizational change is too hard

Unless you tackle the people component, your CSIP is very likely doomed. Many organizations want to gloss over this very important piece, either because they don’t understand its significance or it is just too overwhelming.

Guess what? Organizational change is hard, and, as is the case with the process and technology pieces of ITIL implementations, it will vary greatly based on your size, structure, and culture. Are there then some common threads that will enable you to get the necessary buy-in to succeed with organizational change? We find the organizations most effective in their efforts to have a multi-pronged approach:

- **Training for your IT staff and IT management.** Give yourselves a common vocabulary and a common understanding of IT service management best practices. If you don’t have the time and budget to put everyone through Foundations-level ITIL training, consider bringing in a trainer to conduct half- or full-day seminars about the service delivery and support processes.
- **Simulations for you customers and management (both IT and non-IT).** There are number of simulations available that help illustrate the challenges faced by the IT department and the value of process improvement in enhancing service delivery. These simulations typically increase the willingness and commitment of non-IT staff in improving your processes, and show IT participants that improvement is possible.
- **Workshops with stakeholders to facilitate planning efforts.** Involve your staff, customers, and other stakeholders in your process development. This will require a degree of time commitment in terms of scheduling the workshops, and it is highly advised to bring in an outside consultant to facilitate the workshop and keep things moving forward.
Hello, ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) has become the de facto standard in IT Service Management. ITIL helps organizations across industries offer their services in a quality-driven and economical way. ITIL provides a robust framework for managing IT services. ITIL was developed as an initiative by the UK Cabinet Office and is presently owned by Axelos, a public/private joint venture. ITIL has become the effective standard in IT Service Management. Understand the reasons behind resistance towards ITIL and how it can be avoided altogether. In the exuberance of implementing ITIL framework, people fail to communicate the 'Why's of ITIL implementation and in turn explain 'What's will happen. In fact, ITIL itself is the goal and not what we want to achieve by using it. People not keeping their promises: When it comes to work, people often promise to deliver things and then fail to do so, and state there was something more important. Either they are absent minded or take things for granted, but when there is a live project that is going on where people say they will follow certain procedure but then they don't. These small mistakes a My book of ITIL problems had shaped into an implementation guide, tried and tested by 50 customers. I was confident that I had good content for training program and a good relationship with my customers now. I proposed at $2995 Training Program when the product was selling at $1495. Sales Managers told me that it was a stupid idea, why would someone pay more for training than the product cost per year. ITIL process was difficult because I was repeating the book, I imagined my customers like the characters and recollected my conversations with them, configuration and key tips and tricks. As this was accumulated from customer configurations, customers were real Heroes of my book, I could see the entire book, right there in the DVD Shop. ITIL implementation can be considered an IS project. Another reason why ITIL and IS are akin is the organizational change that is associated to them, as both of them transform the organizations where they are implemented (Laudon & Laudon, 2005). As a result, the value of ITIL implementations can be estimated by using IT investment analysis comprehensive approaches because, similarly to any IS investment, ITIL investments can be controlled and measured (Ward & Daniel, 2005).